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suppose a gravitational force is acting on them.
We have therefore the following situation
d) in our frame fixed relative to us we
find all the bodies falling subject to i
gravitational pull
(11) in cb frame undergoing accelerated
fall relative to us no gravitational field is
apparent
It looks therefore as if one has only to choose
the correct frame or reference for fhe measure
ments in order to remove the need for any
assumptions about the existence of gravitational
fields This is a simple illustration of the connec
tion between gravitation and frames of reference
for the measurement of space and time Ein
stein s General .Theory of Pelatmty extends
this to cover aon uniform gravitational fields and
showa that wh-t Newton taught us to call the
gravitational field of material bodies is better
thought of as a peculiarity of the space and time
in the neighbourhood of such bodies Since
space-time as we mentioned above can be
expressed in geometrical terms Einstein has
transformed the theory of gravitation into an
exercise (a difficult one) m tne geometry of space-
time Other physicists in Einstein s tradition
are trying to turn all physics into geometry but
no one knows whether this is really feasible
All this abstruse work is much more than a
demonstration of mathematical power and
elegance Observable phenomena which fall
outside the scope of Newton s theory of gravita
tion are accounted for by relativity One is
the small but definite discrepancy between the
actual orbit of the planet Mercury and the
predictions of Newton s theory Another is
the bending of stellar light rays as they pass close
to the sun an effect which results in the apparent
displacement of the position of the star A third
is the effect of a gravitational field on the wave
length of light emitted by atoms Similar atoms
in different places In a gravitational field emit
radiations with slightly different wavelengths
For example the light from an atom in the intense
field of a star should have slightly longer wave
length than the corresponding light from an atom
on earth This effect has always proved very
difllcult to detect with certainty However
Einstein s prediction was verified with moderate
accuracy In 1960 by a very subtle method which
was purely terrestrial m its operation. The
atoms bemg compared were placed at the top and
bottom of a water tower and the difference in, their
emission was detected by means that belong
rather to nuclear physics than to astronomy
Quantum Theory and Relativity Combined
The atomic family table refers to antipar
tides The theory which first introduced such
things m 1934 is due to the Cambridge physicist
Dirac and was epoch maJong Dirac conceived an
equation to describe the motion of electrons sub
ject to the laws of both quantum, theory and
relativity His achievement was thus to syn
thesise these two great ideas The spin of the
electron was originally a supposition that helped
to make sense of spectroscopic observations of
light emitted from atoms Dirac s equation made
spin & logical consequence of the union of relativity
and quantum theory Perhaps even more im
portant was the brilliant inference that the equa
tion for the electron implied the existence of
another particle having the same mass and spin
but with a positive instead of a negative electric
charge This object is called the electron a anti
particle and ib now well known as a positron.
A positron, and electron can be created annul
taneoosly ( pair production ) and can annihilate
each other when they collide
Every particle 3a now believed to imply an anti
particle, so it is conceivable that the universe
could, have been (but isn t) an anti universe i e
all the electrons and protons might have been posi
irons and antiprotons and, bo on The laws of
physios would still have been applicable however
Not all particles are charged electrically but
when they are, their antipartjoles have equal
charges of the opposite sign Whenever charged
 particles interact the total amount of electee
charge is the same before and after whatfver
events occur This is called the law of conserva
tion of charge
Conservation Laws
Parity Clnjge conservation and the conserva
tion of energy (F 17(3)) ore only two of a consider
able number of conservation laws Peaders who
have studied mechanics will also be aware of the
conservation of momentum and of angular momen
turn A conservation law is the proposition tiiat
in the course of physical happenings such and such
a quantity is conserved i e maintains a con
stant value
The establishment of conservation laws is ulay
ing a great part in our growing understanding of
elementary particles although tlie things that are
conserved are somewhat abstruse One of them
is called parity
Any reader who looka m a mirror knows that the
left and right hand sides of his face are inter
changed in the image Fortunately mirrors do
not also turn the image upside down but if they
did the face would then have undergone what is
called a parity transformation A screwdriver
driving a right handed screw downwards becomes
on parity transformation a screwdriver driving a
left handed screw upwards The law of con
servation of parity is a way of asserting that any
physical process that goes on m the world could
equally well go on—obeying the same laws—m a
parity transformed world There is nothing left
handed that does nob in principle have a right
hanaed counterpart
For many years this belief was strongly held
It came as something of a shock when hi 1957
after theoretical proposals by Lee and Tang in
America Wu and co workers proved that parity
was not always conserved To understand \Vu s
experiment we must recall that nuclei can have
intrinsic spin Suppose the axis of spin were
downwards Into the page and the ictation were
suitable for driving an ordinary screw into the
page Then Wu showed that beta rays from such
a nucleus are emitted preferentially upwards i e
against the direction of travel of the screw The
parity transformed version of this would have the
beta rays preferentially emitted in the same
direction as the travel of the screw and if parity Is
conserved this process would happen too But
It does not If the beta rays m the experiment
had been emitted m equal numbers up and down,
then the parity transformed version would have
had this feature too and thus parity would have
been conserved
Of the four types of force referred to on F 18(1)
only the weak interaction does not conserve parity
The whole matter is bound up with the anti
neutrino which is emitted smrultaneously with the
negative beta ray It appears that antmeutnnos
are always right handed which means that if
one could look at an antmeutrino receding from ne
It would be seen to be spinning clockwise
Modern research on elementary particles is
greatly concerned to find out which types of pro
cess obey which conservation laws The parity
surprise is only one of the stimulating shocks that
this type of work is heir to It is very much m the
tradition of Einstein part of whose monumental
contribution to physics was his demonstration of
the need to analyse conservation laws
Conclusion
Over a century s development of the atomic
ideas has brought a progressive if jerky increase
hi the mathematical precision of the theories
In some fields of particle physics observations to
one part m a million or even better can be
explained, to that level of accuracy by the
existing theories At the same time however
the theories have lost visual definition An atom
as an invisible but none the less solid billiard ball
waa easy enough so was a light wave conceived
like a sound wave in air Even after Rutherford,
an atom consisting of a miniature solar system
merely exchanged the solid billiard ball for a
system of revolving billiard: baflsand was no great
obstacle to visualisation But since quantum

